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Foreword 3

Olivier Soret 
Co-Founder, President

Arndt Soret 
Co-Founder, Managing Director

On November 20, 1989, the United Nations General Assembly unanimously adopted the 
International Convention on the Rights of the Child. Unanimously! This was the first time 
in our history that states unanimously adopted a text on human rights. We all agree, we 
have a common goal: to achieve full rights for all children.

On November 20, 2008, we founded Humanium based on this ideal and this vision of a 
better and more just world for all.

On November 20, 2018, 10 years later, we see an improvement in the situation of 
children around the world that we can be proud of. Humanium has participated in this 
global effort and has developed into a professional international organisation that is 
recognised and appreciated worldwide and that demonstrates a unique added value.                

And yet, we are far from being able to relax our efforts and the urgency of today’s 
challenges cannot wait. It is already very late to act – this is our last chance. It is no 
longer a question of hope, it is an emergency.                                                                                 

Humanium: children first!

Yes, children’s rights have been our passion for the last 10 years.

In 2018, we said YES TO EDUCATION and YES TO HEALTH in a stronger, more 
impactful way and with a solid foundation for future expansion.

Our operational partners are strong. In India, Hand in Hand was singled out by the Indian 
President for sending 300,000 children to school rather than being forced to work or 
being married at a young age. Humanium is also partly responsible for this change, 
thanks to the support of our donors, volunteers and all those who contribute to our 
actions. In Rwanda, our unique approach has become implemented more broadly and 
has demonstrated its potential to end violence in childhood.

We believe that the basis for action is a positive and strong mindset, in order to allow 
children to develop resilience and to enable them to play an active part in their community 
so they can better address current and future challenges by reaching out to other children 
and other young people through the potential they develop in our workshops.

As human rights defenders, children are increasingly being given a voice and we support 
them tirelessly all over the world, because together we are stronger!
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Who we are
Humanium is an international non-governmental organisation committed to upholding the rights of all 
children.

Founded on November 20, 2008, on the International Day of the Rights of the Child, in Geneva, Switzerland, 
Humanium quickly developed in France and Germany with the creation of organisations in these countries the 
following year.

Humanium works to bolster human development. Its priority is the protection of children and their well-being. A 
public-interest and non-profit organisation, Humanium is politically neutral and non-denominational. It acts in a 
spirit of humanism, democracy, independence, solidarity and mutual respect, without any ethnic, social, 
religious, gender or other discrimination.

Our vision is of a world where the rights of all children are respected.

Our mission is to promote and defend children’s rights around the world and make these rights a reality.

What we do

Helping children

We partner with local NGOs to 
support and carry out projects 
designed to protect children and 
contribute to their development, 
survival, and education.

Strengthening agents of 
change

We implement children’s rights at 
the local level using a unique 
interdisciplinary combination of 
legal tools and psychosocial 
techniques.

Legal advice

We offer legal advice on children’s 
rights by working with a global 
network of lawyers.

Online education about 
children’s rights

We promote the emergence and 
development of an online 
community using digital 
communication technologies and 
tools to educate adults and 
children in a simple and 
understandable way.Independent observation

We are constantly monitoring the 
situation children face and 
reporting cases of child rights 
violations around the world, with 
the ultimate goal of ensuring full 
transparency.



”In the area of development aid, the sustainability of projects is 
a major concern, and is often difficult to achieve. For our 

projects in India, it’s a reality.”
Emilie Compignie, Development Officer

5A sustainable impact



India 10 years on6

Impact assessment of Humanium’s first project
In 2018, Humanium turned 10 years old – the ideal opportunity for us to revisit a decade of action for 
children and to assess the sustainability of change. We take a look back at our first project!

First conceived of in 2008 and begun in 2009, the organisation’s first project was undertaken with the villagers of 
Sankarapuram in India – a sustainable development project whose goal was to eradicate child labour and to 
improve the community’s overall standard of living. Carried out with our local partner Hand in Hand India, our 
teams returned to the site to assess the results of this comprehensive 24-month project, which was designed to 
continue independently – and its objectives are still being met 10 years later!

Women setting an example

Over the years, women in self-help groups have learned 
about entrepreneurship, social and family issues, 
children’s rights, microcredit, and savings. Today, they 
continue to meet twice a week and new members join 
them regularly.

They shine; they are strong, independent and respected. 
They continue to support the development of their 
community and to ensure that children are protected.

Janani’s story
Annathur was the second Indian village to benefit 
from a Humanium project. In this global project, a 
Learning Centre was set up to facilitate public 
education for children who were previously 
employed and to prevent academic failure.

When Janani was 9, she went to the Learning 
Centre to improve her maths and Tamil grades.

8 years later, Janani graduated as a nurse and 
now works in a government.



Our approach
Help from the inside out
Everyone has their own story, their own difficulties, their own needs, and their own aspirations. The 
engine that fuels our lives is within us, and every action and lasting change starts from within. Our 
projects start from the unique history of each individual and take root inside to create visible changes 
on the outside.

Together, we connect and develop high aspirations for the children of today and tomorrow.

In India, our priority is to eradicate child labour and to help former child labourers integrate into state schools.

In Rwanda, we focus on the children of the genocide and on healing the trauma they have suffered since 1995 
and which is passed down through the generations. Our goal is to end violence in childhood.

A multidisciplinary method
In the field, the method used by Humanium is developed by human rights defenders, life coaches, 
psychologists, leadership professionals, trauma therapists, and social workers who have the most in-depth 
knowledge of the target communities. This method is unique and responsive, and focuses on protecting and 
supporting children so they become aware of their ability to achieve their dreams.

Each workshop is different because it starts from the needs of all participants, including stakeholders, for it is 
only when we as adults connect and feel our needs that we are able to feel and understand the needs of today’s 
children.

In this way, we create strong and independent children who are able to reach their goals with the support of their 
community.
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Humanium has been working with Hand in Hand India since 2008 with the 
overarching goal of eradicating child labour. Four projects were carried out in 
parallel in 2018, thanks to the quality and commitment of our partners and the 
professionalisation of the support team in Europe.

Three rehabilitation centres for child victims of labour
The purpose of these centres is to end child labour through education and to provide child victims of 
forced labour with educational, physical, mental, and emotional support appropriate to their 
reintegration into state schools.

In order to recreate social bonds and to reduce the children’s psychological, intellectual, and physiological 
developmental delays, special learning materials are specifically designed for those children who have lost 
years of schooling while working. To better help them, children enjoy a safe, comfortable, healthy and happy 
environment.

We also work closely with parents to help them understand the importance of education. To this end, child rights 
committees are created within the community to support our work and to raise awareness in as many families as 
possible. Once trained, they then take over and ensure that children who were forced out of school and into 
work have the opportunity to go to school or to specialised rehabilitation centres.
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Gayatri Bhabar, a former child worker, is now 
a student at one of the rehabilitation centres:

“My school was too far from home and I gave up 
very quickly. Unlike in other states, there is no 
public transport in my village. Since I couldn’t 
afford to pay for a private bus, I stopped going to 
school and worked in the fields with my parents. 
Now I am very happy. I can take the bus from the 
centre, which means I can go to school.”

Ramshi is the father of a student in the 
non-residential centre and a volunteer 
member of the child rights committee:

“My daughter Bhuri attended school until she was 
7 years old. She then left school to work at home. 

Following discussions with your organisation, I 
decided to send my daughter to the specialised 
rehabilitation centre for child workers, and I also 
became a committed member of the committee 

for the rights of the child.”

1 child-friendly village
We are also developing a project in the village of Perumbakkam, in Tamil Nadu state in India. This 
project benefits 760 children. Its goal is also to sustainably improve the living conditions of the 5,860 
inhabitants of the village.

The project was designed around four pillars:

1. Bring children back into education and end child labour through awareness campaigns within the 
community to identify children who are out of school and also by improving and upgrading infrastructure 
and learning materials in schools.

2. Make children’s rights a reality through capacity-building workshops. These workshops are directly 
facilitated by Humanium for the community with the help of coaching and leadership tools and via the 
creation of children’s rights committees.

3. Improve access to health through medical camps and by paying special attention to malnutrition and 
anaemia, which are prevalent in rural areas.

4. Introduce the community to revenue generation so that adults can support their families by 
developing women’s skills in entrepreneurship and microfinance, but also through organic agriculture 
with farmers.
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Tools to improve mental health and to help combat violence

Since 2015, our work in Rwanda, in partnership with AVSI Rwanda, has focused 
on ending violence during childhood.

We have been working in Rwanda since 2015 
to improve the rights of the child. With an 
innovative approach, we mobilise the 
community to create an environment that 
supports children's development.

Each workshop session allows the Humanium 
team to identify the specific local challenges, 
such as early marriages or the growing number of 
teenage mothers. The team then adapts its tools 
to suit the context and the participants in each 
workshop.

To take a few examples:

1. Role playing: a must in our sessions, 
this allows participants to open up and 
show us how the lack of respect for 
the rights of children manifests itself in 
Rwanda.

2. Active listening: learn how to really 
listen and to open up to others.

3. Dreams/Needs/Challenges: each 
human being has their dreams, their 
needs, and their challenges. Better 
understanding this helps participants 
to improve their relationship with 
others, but also to work on their 
dreams and to find out how, together, 
we can achieve them.

4. The circle of support: to feel the 
energy and the strength of a group or 
of a community because "together, we 
are stronger" – understanding the ties 
that bind us to each other.

5. The guardian angels: an exercise 
leading to an understanding of 
everyone’s role in protecting children.

6. The superpowers: discover what 
your assets are, understand that each 
of us is full of untapped resources.

700 participants
In 2018 alone, Humanium conducted two 
sessions for a total of 35 workshops and nearly 
700 participants!

In addition, our alignment and partnership with 
AVSI is growing every year. The strong links we 
create allow us to make even more progress with 
the beneficiaries.
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Measuring our impact

In 2018, as part of our project in Rwanda, we 
created and updated our monitoring tools in 
order to better measure our impact, to ensure 
that participants were able to continue with 
the actions we implemented, and to 
encourage more community initiatives in 
favour of the rights of the child.

We were inspired by common coaching practices. 
Following a number of workshops, participants 
were given commitment cards in Kinyarwanda, 
on which they had to write the actions they were 
committed to implementing, a deadline, and the 
person to whom they would report when it 
happened.

Questionnaires, including indicators of 
perceptions of well-being felt by participants at 
the end of a workshop, are also distributed to 
some groups. We have one for groups we meet 
for the first time and another for groups that we 
have met before.

The data collected is a valuable tool to help us 
understand our impact, but also to better plan our 
future actions.

We have learned that:

➔ 97% of participants report feeling better 
following a Humanium workshop;

➔ 95% of participants are able to describe 
the consequences that domestic violence 
has on children;

➔ 100% of participants now know how to 
rectify this violence;

➔ 100% of participants act at their level in 
order to improve children’s rights in their 
village.
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Florence, a young mother, after a day with 
Humanium:

“Thanks to today’s workshop, I am no longer afraid and I 
have enough confidence to share my ideas with others. 
Usually we hide ourselves away – we are not used to 
meeting people like today.”

Valentine, a young mother, after a day with 
Humanium:

“The day I decided to join the group of girls created by 
AVSI, my parents threw me out of the house because 
they said I was leaving again to see boys. This morning, 
my father came to the workshop and told me that it was 
a good thing that I was there and that I had to continue. 
Now I feel better, as if a weight had been removed from 
my shoulders.”

13

Frédéric, the father of a single mother, proudly 
holding his commitment card, shares his reaction at 
the end of the workshop:

“As parents we need to listen more to our children and 
coach them, be kinder to them, and understand that 
having a child is not the end of the world and that they 
can still have a future and a husband.”
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Map of respect for children’s rights throughout the world

In 2018, thanks to tremendous volunteer work, Humanium revised its Realisation of Children’s Rights 
Index (RCRI) for every country in the world to update its Children’s Rights Map.

In 2018, some countries show improved results, such as most European countries, Canada, Australia, and also 
Namibia. But, unfortunately, many are unchanged or have fallen even further behind.

The education and protection of children's rights programme is at the heart of 
Humanium's activities around the world and aims to reach as many people as 
possible.
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Articles on the rights of the 
child
In 2018, our team of volunteer writers published no 
less than 38 articles covering a variety of current 
topics on the rights of the child. From the silence on 
sexual abuse in Senegalese schools and the 
practice of separating families in the United States 
to the crisis in Yemen, Humanium has alerted people 
to a range of topics that affect thousands of children 
every day.

These articles have been read by a growing number of 
visitors to our website, with views rising quickly, 
including an increase of over 112% in visits to the 
German version of www.humanium.org.

Our data proves that this work is not in vain, since we 
manage to reach almost all countries around the world. 
Through our website, we are continuing our efforts to 
disseminate information about the rights of the child to 
as many people as possible.

4.4 million people became aware

In 2018, Humanium directly raised awareness of children’s rights with more 
than 4.4 million people around the world through this content for the general 

public.

Helpline
The legal team monitors and manages the Helpline. It has processed 250 cases of requests for 
assistance relating to various violations of the rights of the child.

The team was able to connect the requesters to qualified local NGOs, providing suggestions or legal advice. 5 
cases were transferred to our partner, l’Alliance des Avocats pour les Droits de l’Homme (Alliance of Lawyers for 
Human Rights) in Paris, for pro bono legal support. We regrettably note that requests for family separation 
cases in Latin America and the Middle East have increased considerably.
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Advocacy in Switzerland
As a children's rights charity, Humanium regularly participates in events, including in Geneva with United 
Nations bodies. This year, our Managing Director, Arndt Soret, was on all fronts:

- the 2018 General Debate Day organised by Child Rights Connect in order to protect and promote 
children as defenders of human rights;

- the 79th session of the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child with various 
conferences on global issues and the solutions envisaged from the point of view of children;

- the Caux Forum - CATS for several days of conferences on violence against children, with more than 
400 children and parents attending.
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HomeAway and Expedia run for children’s rights in Lausanne

In November 2018, during the Lausanne race, employees and former employees of HomeAway and 
Expedia Group rallied to support Humanium and the rights of the child. The cumulative total of 280 km 
covered by about fifteen participants raised funds for our projects, and this amount was matched by the 
Expedia Group. Five brave individuals completed the 42 km marathon!

Thomas, marathon runner and HomeAway employee, shares his experience:

"It was great to meet the HomeAway team in Lausanne to raise money for Humanium. Running a marathon was 
a challenge for me, but it was nothing compared with having to live following a difficult childhood. That’s why it’s 
important to protect the rights of the child and it was an honour to be able to run for Humanium and to support 
their efforts. Thinking about this wonderful cause helped me greatly during the last few kilometres of the race. 
Bravo Humanium!"
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Our team is growing
In 2018, a permanent communication team was born and it has launched itself with even greater enthusiasm 
into the task of telling the world about the situation regarding the rights of the child globally, as well as the 
solutions that we bring.

Committed trainees and volunteers

All of Humanium's efforts have been given huge support over the last 10 
years by many volunteers and trainees. In 2018, 142 volunteers helped us 
monitor the rights of the world's children, produce content, and make it 
accessible to as many people as possible by translating it into 4 languages.

The legal team, which is in charge of the Helpline, is managed by trainees 
under the supervision of Arndt Soret. On the left is a picture of Eliana 
Lescano, based in Argentina, who has dedicated herself to this important 
task for several months.

Thank you all for your commitment!

Jenny García, Communication Officer:

"With more than 10 years of communication experience, mainly in the 
financial sector, I joined Humanium in June 2018 to support their 
communication activities, but also to learn more about Humanium's 
projects in Rwanda and India. I like this experience very much, as well as 
the fact that the team comes from all over the world. I have already learned 
so much from each of my colleagues and, from Mexico, I was able to follow 
my colleagues’ work when they were in the field! Last year, Humanium 
celebrated its 10th anniversary and, immersing myself in the archive 
footage on this occasion, I was surprised to see all the efforts that 
Humanium has provided over the years and how much people in the field 
have grown and progressed. I can’t wait to see the upcoming actions in the 
field!"

Brice Gouban, Digital Communication Officer:

"Having fallen in love with the web at a young age, I started by learning 
HTML code while in my teens as an intern at a webmaster in Paris. I 
created my own firm at the end of my studies, and I supported a number of 
organisations as an independent consultant for 10 years. This experience 
allowed me to become a ‘Swiss army knife’ of digital communication and 
helped me to understand every aspect of web culture and web-related 
professions. The last few years in the business world led me to leave this 
environment, as I’ve never been driven by a race for profits.  I thought that 
it was more important to make myself useful to those who needed 
assistance the most and to give meaning to my daily work. That's why I 
decided to join Humanium in 2018!"
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Humanium Switzerland, France and Germany
The three organisations coordinate their activities closely and all contribute to the implementation of the 
projects. This annual report consolidates Humanium’s overall results and presents the balance sheets 
and income statements of the three legal entities. These accounts have been independently audited and 
verified by an internal audit.



Switzerland: 2018 accounts
Balance sheet at 31/12/2018 (in CHF)

N° Designation Current

1 ASSETS

10 CURRENT ASSETS 78'924.92

100 Liquidity 78'924.42

1020 BCGE - Bank account 5010.89.63 78'053.55

1050 PAYPAL - Online payments account 871.37

14 CAPITAL 1'644.05

150 Material investments 1'644.05

1500 Hardware - Installations / Machines / Computers 1'644.05

TOTAL 80'568.97 80'568.97 80'568.97

2 LIABILITIES

28 OWN FUNDS 80'568.97

280 Capital and reserves 80'568.97

2819 Reserves Projects Rwanda 25'000.00

2830 Reserves Management fees 15'000.00

2890 Free Reserves 40'568.97

TOTAL 80'568.97 80'568.97 80'568.97

Net loss at 31.12.2018 0 0 0

TOTAL 80'568.97 80'568.97 80'568.97
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2018 income statement (in CHF) - 1 on 3
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N° Designation Actual

3 OPERATIONAL PRODUCT

30 CONTRIBUTIONS / DONATIONS 133'408.79

300 Fundraising 82'708.79

3001 Contributions 1'700.00

3002 Donations 11'299.59

3005 Companies 14'709.20

3006 Foundations and associations 55'700.00

301 Public contributions 50'700.00

3011 Commons 50'700.00

33 HUMANIUM NETWORK 35'310.35

330 Europe 35'310.35

3301 Humanium France 22'973.45

3302 Humanium Germany 12'336.90

4 PROGRAMMES & PROJECTS

40 RIGHTS OF THE CHILD IN THE WORLD -4'759.72

401 Activities children's rights 515.33

4011 Promotion of the rights of the child 515.33

402 Staff costs - Rights of the child 14'724.95

4021 Wages 12'733.00

4022 AVS / AI / APG 1'351.95

4023 LPP 600.00

403 Stocks -20'000.00

4030 Endowment Reserves Projects Rights children World -20'000.00

41 AFRICA 61'163.91

410 Projects by country 36'163.91



2018 income statement (in CHF) - 2 on 3
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4130 Rwanda 36'163.91

418 Stocks 25'000.00

4181 Reserves Projects Rwanda 25'000.00

43 ASIA PACIFIC 55'270.28

430 Projects by country 55'270.28

4314 India 55'270.28

46 RESERVES 1'657.13

460 Stocks 1'657.13

4601 Reserves 1'657.13

5 STAFF

50 SALARY EXPENSES 37'018.24

500 Personnel Charges - Administration 37'018.24

5000 Wages 24'266.40

5070 AVS / AI / APG 6'231.85

5072 LPP 2'448.30

5073 Accident / sickness insurance 748.95

5081 Continuous Education 868.00

5085 Taxes at source 2'454.74

51 VOLUNTEER CHARGES 1'900.00

510 Volunteer expenses and trainees 1'900.00

5120 Stipends 1'900.00

6 OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

60 LOCAL EXPENDITURE 4'400.00

600 Local expenses 4'400.00

6000 Rent building 4'400.00



2018 income statement (in CHF) - 3 on 3

62 PROJECT LOADS 12'069.19

620 Vehicle charges 126.10

6280 Transport: plane / train / bus 126.10

650 Administrative expenses 9'935.61

6500 Office supply 1'181.56

6510 Telephone / Internet 3'372.39

6515 Internet services 3'952.69

6530 Postage 817.00

6580 Other administrative expenses 611.37

660 Fundraising 1'647.45

6600 Advertising / ads 419.79

6603 Representation 1'227.66

680 Financial result (operational) 360.03

6840 Bank charges 360.03

8 EXCEPTIONAL RESULT / ETR. AT THE EXPL.

80 EXCEPTIONAL RESULT 0.11

800 Exceptional result 0.11

8001 Exchange rate gains and losses 0.11

TOTAL 168'719.14 168'719.14 168'719.14
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France: 2018 accounts
Balance sheet at 31/12/2018 (in EUR)

N° Designation Actual

5 CLASS 5: FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

51 Banks, financial and related institutions 29'136.83

517 Other financial organizations

5171 Savings bank 15'327.65

5172 PayPal 2'358.29

5173 Société Générale 11'450.89

53 Checkout 20.00

531 Head office fund

5311 Cash in national currency 20.00

TOTAL 29'156.83 29'156.83

1 CLASS 1: CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

12 Result of the exercise 7'074.12

120 Profit for the year (credit balance)

1200 Result of the previous year 7'074.12

TOTAL 7'074.12 7'074.12

Net profit as of 31.12.2018 22'082.71 0 22'082.71

TOTAL 29'156.83 29'156.83
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Income statement 2018 (in EUR) - 1 on 2
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N° Designation Actual

7 CLASS 7: PRODUCT ACCOUNTS

75 Other products of current management 54'281.41

756 Contributions

7561 Contributions 6'240.00

7585 Voluntary contributions

75851 Donations 29'541.41

75853 Foundations and Companies 18'500.00

TOTAL 54'281.41 54'281.41

6 CLASS 6: LOAD ACCOUNTS

60 Purchases 89.26

606 Non-stocked purchases of materials and supplies

6064 Administrative supplies 89.26

61 External Services 20'250.00

611 General subcontracting

6111 Child rights projects 20'250.00

62 Other external services 6'901.40

621 Staff outside the association

6211 Advocacy Rights of the child 1'450.65

623 Advertising, Publications, Public Relations

6231 Ads and insertions 652.28

6237 Publications 706.62



Income statement 2018 (in EUR) - 2 on 2
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625 Travel missions and receptions

6251 Travel and trips 842.27

62561 India Projects 367.78

62562 Rwanda Projects 2'678.65

626 Postage and telecommunications charges

6263 Postage 3.60

6265 Phone 199.55

63 Taxes other and payments 180.00

631 Taxes other and payments

6313 Employer participation in teacher training 180.00

64 Staff costs 3'400.00

641 Staff remuneration

6411 Salaries, wages 3'400.00

66 Financial expenses 1'378.04

661 Interest expense

6612 Bank commissions 1'378.04

TOTAL 32'198.70 32'198.70

Net profit as of 31.12.2018 22'082.71 22'082.71

TOTAL 54'281.41 54'281.41



Germany: 2018 accounts
Balance sheet at 31/12/2018 (in EUR)

N° Designation Actual

1 ASSETS (Assets)

10 ASSETS (Current Assets) 1'653.66

100 Liquidity 1'653.66

1010 Girokonto - PostBank - EUR 1'470.28

1050 PayPal 183.38

TOTAL 1'653.66 1'653.66 1'653.66

2 LIABILITIES (PASSIVE)

28 CAPITAL (own funds) 354.27

280 Capital & Stocks (Equity and Reserves) 354.27

2800 Capital 354.27

TOTAL 354.27 354.27 354.27

Net profit as of 31.12.2018 1'299.39 1'299.39 1'299.39

TOTAL 1'653.66 1'653.66 1'653.66
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Income statement 2018 (in EUR)

N° Désignation Actuel

3 REVENUES (Produit opérationnel)

30 DONATIONS (Contributions / Dons) 12'682.35

300 Fundraising (Collecte de fonds) 12'682.35

3001 Memberships (Cotisations) 750.00

3002 Donations (Dons) 2'832.35

3006 Foundations (Fondations et associations) 9'100.00

TOTAL 12'682.35 12'682.35 12'682.35

4 PROJECTS

40 PROJECTS TO MAKE CHILDREN'S RIGHTS HAPPEN 11'207.00

400 Children's Rights 11'207.00

4001 Children's Rights Projects 11'207.00

6 OTHER EXPENSES (Autres charges d'exploitation)

62 PROJECT EXPENSES (Charges de projets) 175.96

680 Operational financial result 175.96

6840 Bank fees 175.96

TOTAL 11'382.96 11'382.96 11'382.96

Bénéfice net au 31.12.2018 1'299.39 1'299.39 1'299.39

TOTAL 12'682.35 12'682.35 12'682.35
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Thank you!

A big thank you to our partners and supporters
All this has been made possible thanks to the support of our volunteers, donors, and partners. A big 
thank you also to our institutional supporters.
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www.humanium.org
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